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ABOUT SASUKE INU

Sasuke Inu ($SINU) is a 
decentralized community token
in the Ethereum Mainnet, with 
prospects of becoming the #1 

Gaming NFT Ecosystem. 

Building a strong community is 
our goal for developing this 

project, because it is a 
community token.



TOKENOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY
100,000,000,000 $SINU Tokens

50%
Initial Burn

50,000,000,000 
Circulating Supply

1%
Dev Wallet

1.5%
Marketing



▪ 5% fee is redistributed to all existing holders;

▪ 5% goes to the locked liquidity pool. 2% goes to
marketing wallet.

ON TAX TRANSACTIONS



Sasuke Inu aims to become one
of the top coins on NFT and
anime related purposes on the
Ethereum Mainnet.

The popularity of blockchain
games will ensure the massive
nature of this marketplace.
Besides, there’ll be an easy-to-
follow and use interface for
conducting auctions, including
those with charity purposes.

Selected artists and designers
from the community of Sasuke
Inu will be invited to release the
first Sasuke Inu Branded NFTs
and NFT Game Cards.

SASUKE INU’S
VISION

This is just a sneak peek 
of a much bigger NFT 
project surprise our 
team is working on!



COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT

Sasuke Inu strives to contribute to helping those in need, be
it people, nature, or animals. The Charity campaigns are to
be conducted through a partnership with leading brands
and charitable organizations as well as via auctions of
unique NFTs created especially for that reason.

As far as Sasuke Inu is a community-driven project, Sasuke
Inu’s community are to decide which directions will be
prioritized over others. Thus, the Team will conduct polls in
the official telegram channel to choose which issues the
Sasuke Inu Platform will contribute to.

CHARITY



SASUKE INU’S ROADMAP

Our Roadmap will be extended along the way with more detailed information.

- Core Development ✅
- Website & Telegram Launch ✅
- Marketing (ads/influencers) 🏁
- Coingecko Integration 🚧
- CoinMarketCap Integration 🚧
- Coinbase Tracking
- First Charity Donation
- Trust Wallet Integration
- NFT Platform Launch

STAGE 1

- Establish a partnership 
network that is bound to 
make Sasuke Inu conquer 
the cryptosphere
- Major Listings
- Sasuke inu Social 
Platform Beta release

STAGE 2

- Tier 1 CEX Listings
- Larger scale marketing
- Sasuke inu Social Platform Full 
release
- Meme Contest with huge 
Giveaways on Discord

STAGE 3

- NFT auctions to fund bigger scale 
donations
- Major Live Charity Donations

- Plus Much More!

STAGE 4



It doesn’t stop here. By participating in the project, you don’t just buy in for quick 
gains, $SINU stands for honor and virtues, things that the high paced crypto 

community is forgetting in the search for quick profits. SASUKE INU, with all its 
humor, is a reminder of some of the moral virtues we must not forget in our search 

for a brighter and more decentralized future.
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